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vs.

Yesterday, John quit

Human score: 100% correct

1-grams: 2/3 (john, resigned, yesterday)
2-grams: 0/2 (john resigned, resigned yesterday)
3-grams: 0/1 (john resigned yesterday)
2/6 n-grams total

John resigned yesterday

BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002): 33% correct

Example

 almost all attempts at creating better metrics limited to accomodating a degree of paraphrasing and/or
surface reordering of elements, while still ignoring the structural level

 criticised for their insensitivity to perfectly legitimate syntactic and lexical variation between the
translation and the reference

 string-based techniques compare the surface form of the translation sentence to the surface form of
the reference sentence(s)

systems
s
Automatic MT metrics: fast and cheap way to evaluate MT system

Owczarzak et al. (2006): using paraphrases derived from the test set through word/phrase alignment
with BLEU and NIST

Kauchak and Barzilay (2006): using WordNet synonyms with BLEU

METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005):
sum of n-gram matches for exact string forms, stemmed words, and WordNet synonyms

Translation Error Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006):
edit distance for translation-reference pair, number of insertions, deletions,
substitutions and shifts; human-assisted version HTER requires editing of references

General Text Matcher (GTM) (Turian et al., 2003):
precision and recall on translation-reference pairs, weights contiguous matches more
than non-contiguous matches

NIST (Doddington, 2002):
number of shared n-grams weighted by frequency, brevity penalty

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002):
number of shared n-grams, brevity penalty

Automatic MT metrics:
metrics: variations on stringstring-based comparison

adjunct, apposition, complement, open complement, coordination,
determiner, object, second object, oblique, second oblique, oblique
agent, possessive, quantifier, relative clause, subject, topic, relative
clause pronoun

NonNon-predicate dependencies: adjectival degree, coordination surface form, focus, if, whether, that,
modal, number, verbal particle, participle, passive, person, pronoun
surface form, tense, infinitival clause

Predicate dependencies:

Labelled Dependencies

This work:
follows and extends Liu and Gildea (2005); precision and recall on labelled dependencies
extracted with an LFG parser.

Liu and Gildea (2005):
calculating number of matches on syntactic features and unlabelled dependencies;
dependencies are non-labelled head-modifier sequences derived by head-extraction rules
from syntactic trees.

Dependencies in MT Evaluation
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c-structure level:

John resigned yesterday

PRED john
NUM sg
PERS 3
PRED
resign
TENSE past
ADJ
PRED yesterday

SUBJ

vs.

PRED john
NUM sg
PERS 3
PRED
resign
TENSE past
ADJ
PRED yesterday

SUBJ

= 100% MATCH

Yesterday, John resigned

f-structure level:

vs.

Sentence structure representation in LFG:
c-structure (constituent): CFG trees, reflects surface word order and structural hierarchy
f-structure (functional): abstract grammatical (syntactic) relations

LexicalLexical-Functional Grammar (LFG)

past

TENSE

PRED yesterday

resign

ADJ

sg

PERS 3

NUM

PRED john

PRED

SUBJ

SUBJ(resign, john)
PERS(john, 3)
NUM(john, sg)
TENSE(resign, past)
ADJ(resign, yesterday)
PERS(yesterday, 3)
NUM(yesterday, sg)

triples:

SUBJ(resign, john)
ADJ(resign, yesterday)

triples – predicates only:

Labelled dependency triples are a flat format in which f-structures can be presented.

Dependencies

 the same can be used to evaluate the quality of translation: Parse the translation and the reference
into LFG f-structures rendered as dependency triples, calculate precision, recall, and f-score for the
translation-reference pair

 parser quality is evaluated by comparing the dependencies produced by the parser with the set of
dependencies in human annotation of same text in terms of precision, recall, and f-score

Evaluation of parser quality as MT evaluation

 Cahill et al. (2004): LFG parser based on Penn II Treebank
 demo at http://lfg-demo.computing.dcu.ie/lfgparser.html

The LFG Parser

original “reference”
modified “translation”

number of parses
perfect parser
50 best
30 best
20 best
10 best
5 best
2 best
1 best

dependencies ff-score
100
98.79
98.74
98.59
98.31
97.90
97.31
96.56

predicatespredicates-only ff-score
100
97.63
X
X
X
X
X
94.13

To alleviate parser noise, we can use a number of best parses on each side of the comparison
(translation and reference) – this should eliminate most accidental parsing mistakes.

Result:

Schengen, on the other hand, is not organic.
On the other hand, Schengen is not organic.

Example:

 100 English sentences hand-modified: changing the placement of the adjunct, the order of
coordinated elements, no change in meaning or grammaticality
 change limited to c-structure, no change in f-structure
 a perfect parser should give both identical set of dependencies, i.e. the f-score should be perfect

Determining the level of parser noise

 change proportion of precision and recall in total f-score

 weights for each dependency type (as determined in training) to maximize the correlation of
combined score to human judgements; combined with default proportional weights

 partial matching for predicate dependencies, to score cases, where one correct lexical object
happens to find itself in the correct relation, but with an incorrect “partner”
subj ( resign , John )
subj ( resign , x ) , subj ( y , John )

 all dependencies, predicate-only dependencies (ignoring “atomic” features such as person, number,
tense, etc., or a subset excluding irrelevant dependency types (as determined in training) such as if,
modal, obl, to_inf, topic, whether, xcomp, tense, that

 addition of WordNet to compare with WordNet-enhanced version of METEOR

 n-best parses on each side of the comparison (translation and reference) to alleviate parser noise (1,
2, 10, 50 best)

Versions of labelled dependency-based method:

 5,007 segments randomly selected from LDC Chinese-English Multiple Translation (parts 2&4)
 each segment: translation + reference + human scores for fluency and accuracy
 evaluated with BLEU, NIST, GTM, METEOR, TER, a number of versions of labelled dependencybased method

Correlation with human judgement - experiment
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d: dependency method baseline version; d_var: partial matching; d_50: 50 best parses; d_WN: WordNet; d_fluency,
fluency, d_accuracy,
d_average: added weights for individual dependency types (as determined in training) to maximize correlation with fluency, accuracy, or
average human score; d_fl_prop, d_acc_prop, d_av_prop: as above, but with proportional weights as well (depending on frequency of
given dependency type within segment); d_excl: excluding irrelevant dependency types; d_excl_pr: as above, but with f-score
calculated from weighted precision (0.3) and recall (1.7); d_50_var_WN_excl: 50 best parses, partial matching, WordNet;
d_50_var_WN_excl: 50 best parses, partial matching, WordNet, excluded 0-weight dependency types
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Correlation with human judgement – results

 the partial-match versions (even with a single parse) offered results comparable to or higher than the
addition of WordNet to the matching process for accuracy and overall judgement.

 adding the partial matching option in our method = greatest increase in correlation (the partial-match
versions consistently outperformed versions with a larger number of parses available but without the
partial match)

 fluency and accuracy – two very different aspects of translation quality, each with its own set of
conditions along which the input is evaluated; a single automatic metric unlikely to correlate highly with
human judgements of both at the same time (see GTM and METEOR)

- METEOR or NIST assign relatively little importance to the position of a specific word in a
sentence, therefore they are more sensitive to content rather than linguistic form

- the dependency-based method is very sensitive to the grammatical structure of the sentence: a
more grammatical translation is also a translation that is more fluent

 our method outperforms others at reflecting fluency judgements, comparable to METEOR at
reflecting accuracy judgements

 correlation with human fluency judgements much lower for all metrics than with accuracy judgements

Correlation with human judgement – discussion
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